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Highlights: 

 Large-area transparent photonic crystal (TPC) films of polymer core-shell particles 

have been engineered with iso-refractive balance of indices. 

 TPCs be completely and reversibly switched, between transparency and an intense 

structurally colored state (10% reflectance), by solvent environment stimuli.  

 Cross-linking generates encrypted patterns, revealed via a solvatochromic mechanism, 

with applications including in sensing and anti-counterfeit security. 

 

Abstract: We report a convenient and scalable strategy to achieve large-area transparent 

photonic crystal (TPC) films that can be fully reversibly switched between an initial 

transparent state and a structurally-colored state. This photonic material is based on an 

ordered colloidal crystal structure of polymer core-shell particles with an engineered 

refractive index balance of the core and the shell components. Highly transparent viscoelastic 

quasi-solid films are created that can be spatially UV-cross-linked, giving invisible encrypted 

photonic patterns with different solvent response compared to non-cross-linked regions, 

which appear after immersion in solvent media, thus demonstrating clear and fully 
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reversible/switchable solvatochromic properties. Our intuitive simulation models demonstrate 

how the emergence of structural colour occurs due to increasing refractive-index contrast, 

whereas wavelength shifting originates from commensurate solvent swelling of the shell 

medium. In addition to the very clear revelation of optical patterns (large fractional changes in 

reflectance, from transparency to a resonant reflectivity of ~10%), these materials and thin-

film generation methods are inherently scalable, robust and versatile. The demonstrated 

stimuli-responsive photonic films may thus give rise to new practicable applications in the 

fields of environmental sensing and product security. 

 

Graphical Abstract 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

A common method to prevent counterfeiting of bank notes, passports, credit cards, brand 

labels and other security documents is to provide them with special color features to enable 

convenient optical identification.[1-3] The most widely used optical materials for security 
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applications are dynamic materials, whose color changes with orientation relative to the 

observer. Whilst many materials exhibit a color change with a variation of the viewing angle, 

materials which change color reversibly under stimulus, thus enabling and disabling hidden 

security features, are rather scarce. Relevant environmental stimuli might include change of 

the ambient temperature, selective chemical wetting, electric or magnetic field manipulation, 

or mechanical stress. 

A very important class of dynamic colored materials, so-called colloidal photonic crystals, 

which show angle-dependent colors in the visible, can be obtained by the self-assembly of 

monodispersed, sub micrometer-sized particles.[4-7] Such particles usually crystallize in a 

face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice structure, and the interstices of the crystal might be filled by a 

liquid, air, or a second solid phase. An important prerequisite is that a difference in the 

refractive index between the particles and the matrix material filling the interstices remains, 

which leads to resonant scattering of light from the underlying 3D structure, accompanied 

with vivid angle-dependent colorful light reflections, also referred to as structural colors. Thus, 

the resulting optical properties are determined by the lattice constant of the crystal and by the 

refractive index contrast between the particles and the surrounding material.[8] High index-

contrast (n) crystals, mostly derived from solution-based sedimental colloids, can indeed 

produce impressive resonant reflectivities.[9, 10] However, in keeping with the paradigms of 

the present study, more realistic attempts at scalable, manufacturable and 

tractable/transferable structural-color systems necessarily involve “soft-matter” approaches 

(e.g. using polymers or polymer-composites), where the index-contrast may be at least an 

order of magnitude lower. 

Photonics materials generally have been seen over the last decade as a pioneering area in 

terms of applications in sensing, bio-sensing and display devices.[11] Many of the underlying 

strategies have been highly interdisciplinary and wide-ranging; from engineered materials 

based around the evolutionary self-assembled structures in nature,[12, 13] to integrated sensor 

engineering.[14, 15] Of particular relevance to the present study, so-called stimuli-responsive 

colloidal photonic crystals have attracted a great deal of attention due to their reversibly 

switchable structural colors upon application of various external triggers, such as ions, pH, 

solvents, redox reagents, electric or magnetic fields. These produce reversible changes of the 

lattice structure and/or the refractive index contrast, thus inducing reversible changes of the 

structural color.[16-18] These stimuli-responsive optical materials are interesting candidates 

for sensing devices,[19, 20] color displays,[21, 22] photonic printing systems,[23-25] 
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photonic inks and paper.[26-28]
 

Notably, whilst the preparation of stimuli-responsive 

colloidal photonic crystals are widely described in the scientific literature, examples include 

using innovative nanolithography,[29] inkjet printing,[30-32] and hydrogel deposition 

methods,[33] significant industrial production or applications have so far not been effectively 

realized. More recently, structured materials based on self-organisation at the molecular level, 

such as with cholesteric liquid crystals,[34, 35] have also become another interesting 

competing technology to more “monolithic” top-down routes[36] to photonic materials.  

However, this type of photonic materials is of special interest for anti-counterfeiting or the 

storage of secret information.[37, 38] Such materials are particularly suited for use as 

dynamic security features, in which hidden information in the form of encrypted images or 

characters can be selectively revealed once an external stimulus is applied. So far, many 

different anti-counterfeit devices have been realized that are based on the selective 

visualization of encrypted images under the application of several different external stimuli, 

such as chemical wetting,[39-41] magnetic field manipulation,[42, 43] and mechanical 

stress.[44] The major disadvantage of many strategies based on invisible photonic crystal 

patterns reported in the literature is that the initial encrypted state is already colored, as 

attributed to their inherent micro-/nanostructural periodicity, which is why these materials 

always rely on a complete relaxation back to the initial state to ensure the invisibility of the 

encrypted information. However, slight inhomogeneity in the different areas of the patterns 

cannot be reproducibly eliminated and it is therefore difficult to suppress failure in the 

reversible encryption process. 

In the present study, highly transparent photonic crystal (TPC) films with engineered solvent-

responsive optical properties are generated by utilizing polymeric particles and surrounding 

matrix material with perfectly matched refractive indices (i.e. isorefractive); hence resonant 

scattering at the underlying photonic crystal structure is completely suppressed in the initial 

state. The as-prepared TPC films are highly transparent (>99% transmittance); as the films are 

swollen with mixtures of ethanol (EtOH) and water (H2O), having a comparably lower 

refractive index, the indices of particles and matrix material change at different rates. The 

result is increasingly strong resonant light scattering that causes encrypted structural color 

patterns to progressively appear, while the film transmittance is simultaneously reduced. The 

switch between transparent and colored states is fully reversible over many cycles, which 

leads to the complete appearance and disappearance of encrypted photonic patterns without 

affecting the structural and optical integrity of the films. Moreover, the solvatochromic 
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mechanism can be adjusted over a wide range of action by tuning the initial particle size, as 

well as the composition of the solvent mixtures.  

This polymer-based TPC approach described here has the great advantage of easily scalable 

large-area processing (compatible with standard press or roll-to-roll fabrication, followed by 

UV irradiation) and very clear revelation (change from transparent to colored state) compared 

with previous methods. These TPCs take the macroscopic form of a stable, mechanically 

robust, viscoelastic solid and should also be transferable onto tractable media such as fabrics 

and papers, as demonstrated recently in the homologous “polymer opals” system.[45, 46]  

 

 

2. Experimental and Materials 

 

TPC films, with typical thicknesses of 100-150 microns, were generated from the polymer 

core-shell batch materials, using a heated-press compression and melt-flow method; full 

details of materials synthesis, film production and characterisation methodology are given in 

this section. 

Materials: Methyl methacrylate (MMA), ethyl acrylate (EA) and butanediol diacrylate 

(BDDA) were obtained from Shanghai Sinopharm Chemical Reagents Co. Ltd. (China), allyl 

methacrylate (ALMA) and benzyl methacrylate (BzMA) from Aladdin Chemical Co. Ltd. 

(China) and Dowfax 2A1 from Dow Chemical Company (China). All other chemicals were 

purchased from Shanghai Sinopharm Chemical Reagents Co. Ltd. (China) and Aladdin 

Chemical Co. Ltd. (China) as well, and used as received. Prior to use in the emulsion 

polymerization, the stabilizers hydroquinone monomethylether and brenzcatechine 

monomethylether were removed from the monomers. For this purpose, MMA, EA, BzMA 

ALMA and BDDA were destabilized using an alumina oxide (basic, 50-200 , Aladdin 

Chemical Co. Ltd.) column. 

Methods: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a FEI CM20 at an 

operating voltage of 200 kV. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were conducted 

on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS at 25 °C. Field emission scanning electron microscopy 

(FESEM) was performed on a Zeiss GeminiSEM 500 at an operating voltage of 3 kV. Atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed in the tapping mode using a Bruker 

Multimode Nano 4 atomic force microscope equipped with a silicon cantilever. UV 

crosslinking of the films was done by a BLTUV industrial-type mercury lamp (Dongguan 
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Ergu Photoelectric Technology Co. Ltd.). The output power of the lamp was 1000 W. 

Transmission spectra were measured by using a Shimadzu UV 3600 plus UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer. Reflection spectra were recorded using an Ideaoptics PG2000 pro Vis-

NIR fiber spectrophotometer. For the reflection measurements Ideaoptics DH2000-BSC 

deuterium/halogen lamp was used. Angle-dependent reflection measurements were carried 

out using a custom-build goniometer setup. Reflection measurements in EtOH/H2O mixtures 

as a function of EtOH concentration were carried out at normal light incidence. Swelling and 

de-swelling of the films was tracked by immersing the film in EtOH and subsequent drying at 

room temperature. Reversible switching was followed by recording reflection spectra after 

each cycle.  

Core-shell particle synthesis: Under argon, a 1 L flask equipped with stirrer and reflux 

condenser was filled at 75 °C with a cold monomer emulsion consisting of 280 g deionized 

water, 1.20 g BDDA, 2.80 g MMA and 0.15 g sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS). The 

polymerization was initiated immediately by adding 50 mg sodium bisulfite, 150 mg sodium 

peroxodisulfate (SPS), and 50 mg sodium bisulfite in this sequence (PMMA seed). After 10 

min, a monomer emulsion containing 23.1 g BDDA, 53.9 g MMA, 0.23 g SDS, 0.22 g 

Dowfax 2A1, 0.4 g KOH and 90 g water was added continuously over a period of 3.5 h 

(PMMA core). After 30 min of reaction time, 50 mg SPS were added. After additional 15 min, 

a monomer emulsion containing 3 g ALMA, 4 gBzMA 21 g EA, 0.05 g SDS, 0.21 g Dowfax 

2A1, 0.1 g KOH and 32 g water was added continuously within 50 min. After 15 min of 

reaction time, a monomer emulsion of 112.6 g EA, 27.4 g BzMA, 0.40 g SDS, 0.2 g KOH and 

160 g water was added continuously over a period of 4.5 h (PEA-co-PBzMA shell). After 

additional 60 min, the product is cooled to room temperature. The synthesis yielded particles 

with an average diameter of 187 nm. Other particle sizes were obtained by varying the 

amount of SDS in the seed stage: 0.100 g SDS yielded particles with a diameter of 225 nm, 

while 0.075 g of SDS yielded particles with a diameter of 248 nm. 

Film Preparation: For preparation of the transparent photonic crystal (TPC) films, the particle 

dispersion (containing 33 wt % polymer) was coagulated in methanol, filtered and dried to 

isolate the polymer. The polymer was mixed with 5 wt% benzophenone in a Haake Rheomix 

OS lab compounder equipped with a Haake PolyLab OS Rheodrive 7 at 120 °C. A 1 g portion 

of the rubbery polymer was covered with PET film and heated to 140°C between the plates of 

a SLIMC platen vulcanization press. Melt flow was induced by applying a pressure of 100 bar 

for 3 min, resulting in TPC films of about 10 cm in diameter, and with thicknesses of 100-150 

microns. Films could then be easily peeled from the PET backing, to generate free-standing 
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films, with the flexible visco-elasticity characteristic of the polymeric components.[47] For 

subsequent cross-linking, the films were irradiated at a distance of 15 cm from the UV-A light 

source for 1 min. The use of benzophenone as a UV-initiated organic cross-linker has been 

used previously as a standard method of crosslinking the shell (polyacrylate) components (see 

Ding et al.,[48]); the free radicle mechanisms involved will result in covalent bridging bonds 

to be formed locally between adjacent particles. Spatially resolved crosslinking has then been 

carried out by placing a metal pattern with the emblem of Fudan University on the film to 

protect parts of the film from irradiation with UV light. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Sample Characterisation 

The TPC films with a refractive index contrast n = 0 between the particles and the 

surrounding matrix material are fabricated from monodisperse core-shell particles composed  

of a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) core and a copolymer shell of 80 wt% polyethyl 

acrylate and 20 wt% polybenzyl methacrylate (PEA-co-PBzMA), synthesized using similar 

emulsion-polymerisation procedures for core-shell particles reported previously.[49, 50] 

Figure 1a shows representative transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of 

PMMA@PEA-co-PBzMA particles with a final diameter of 225 nm (Figure S1). It should be 

noted that these hard-soft core-shell particles already tended towards film formation during 

TEM sample preparation. Similar products with 187 nm and 248 nm respectively (Figure S1, 

Figure S2), are also available via the same procedure. This precursor material is then 

compounded with 5 wt% of photo-initiator (benzophenone) and pressed at elevated 

temperature and pressure, whereby the PEA-co-PBzMA shell material merges into a 

continuous molten matrix and the PMMA cores shear assemble into a highly ordered colloidal 

crystalline lattice structure with the (111) plane parallel to the sample surface.[51] Whilst the 

core-shell particles thus do collectively form a crystalline structure of hard spheres in a softer 

matrix, it is important to recall that the two components are chemically grafted, so no distinct 

fluid phase forms during the sample synthesis via shear-ordering, and the integrity of 

individual particles is maintained 
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Figure 1. (a) Representative TEM image of PMMA@PEA-co-PBzMA core-shell particles 

with a diameter of 225 nm. (b) Image of the TPC film prepared from 225 nm particles on a 

black and white background of the logo of Fudan University revealing the high transparency 

of the film. (c) SEM image of a cross-section of the TPC film indicating the high ordering of 

the PMMA particles inside the P(EA-co-BzMA) matrix. (d) AFM image of the surface of the 

TPC film showing the hexagonally ordered (111) plane of the photonic crystal structure. (e) 

Schematic of the printing of invisible photonic patterns on TPCs, and (f) revealing the 

encrypted patterns by immersing in solvents. 
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Figure 2. (a) Images of TPCs made from PMMA@PEA-co-BzMA with diameters of 187 nm 

(blue), 225 nm (green), and 248 nm (red) with revealed patterns after immersing in EtOH. 

The pre-swollen films have typical thicknesses of 100-150 microns. (b) Reflection spectra of 

the swollen TPCs made from PMMA@PEA-co-BzMA of different sizes. (c) Image of the 

green TPC showing the initial transmission color of the film. (d) Initial transmission spectra of 

the green TPC and the cross-linked and non-cross-linked film areas after immersing in EtOH. 

 

Since the refractive index of PEA-co-PBzMA is engineered to be exactly matched to that of 

PMMA, the as-prepared films are highly transparent in the visible and near infrared (Vis–

NIR) spectral range (400-800 nm), as seen in Figure 1b. However, it is commensurately 

difficult to discern the highly-ordered colloidal crystalline structure due to the lack of 

structural colors. To verify this, a more detailed investigation of the nanostructure is carried 

out using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) (see 

Figure 1c, d). The SEM image of a cross-section of the corresponding film sample (Figure 1c) 

reveal the ordered layers of PMMA particles embedded in the PEA-co-PBzMA material, 

while hexagonally arranged PMMA particles (111 plane) are clearly visible in the AFM 

image (Figure 1d) verifying that highly ordered TPC films are indeed accessible via these 

methodologies. As shown as a demonstration in Figure 1e, by spatial UV-induced 

crosslinking by using a photomask, invisible Chinese characters of the emblem of Fudan 

University can be encrypted into the TPCs. Because of the efficient cross-linking in the UV 

irradiated regions, they develop less swelling and more structural integrity than non-irradiated 

regions when immersed in solvents. Consequently, strong structural color is observed in the 
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irradiated compared with non-irradiated regions, leading to a high contrast accompanied with 

a clear revelation of the encrypted images (Figure 1f). 

The basic procedure for message revelation is to immerse the TPCs in a solvent, whose 

refractive index is comparably higher or lower to induce distinct refractive index contrast. To 

demonstrate this experimentally, using suitability compatible polar solvents, we chose EtOH 

(nEtOH = 1.36) as the solvent to have high contrast with respect to the PMMA core particles 

(nPMMA = 1.49). Upon immersing the TPCs in EtOH, two optical phenomena are observed: i) 

switching from transparent to a colored state, and ii) appearance of uniform colorless patterns 

on the structural colored background (Video S1, Video S2). Accordingly, blue, green, and red 

films are obtained from TPC films made from precursor particles with diameters of 187, 225, 

and 248 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 2a. 

The reflection spectra for these three TPC films (Figure 2b) show resonant reflection peaks at 

441 nm (blue), 561 nm (green), and 636 nm (red), owing to the highly-ordered colloidal 

crystalline structure. The same green film clearly reveals patterns in transmission, as shown in 

Figure 2c, as a white light illumination source is observed through the TPC film. A typical 

transmission spectrum for the TPC film (Figure 2d) shows ~100% transmittance for the initial 

film over almost the whole Vis-NIR spectral range, as well as a very high transmittance of the 

cross-linked film areas after swelling with EtOH, of around 99% for wavelengths longer and 

88% for wavelengths shorter the Bragg peak. In contrast, the transmittance in the non-cross-

linked areas is significantly reduced to 98% at longer and 84% at shorter wavelengths, as 

shown in Figure 2d. The TPC films exhibit significant Bragg peak reflectivity in the cross-

linked areas, as well as the high transparency at wavelengths outside the Bragg peak, as 

clearly visible in the transmission measurements. However, the non-cross-linked areas show a 

broadband scattering, which suggests some loss of crystallinity during swelling.[52] We note 

that the loss of order in the non-cross-linked parts does not affect the invisibility and the 

revealing processes of the encrypted information, since the initial transparent state does not 

depend on the nanostructure. Despite the relatively small refractive index contrast after 

swelling (see later section on Modelling and Simulation), a high visual contrast for the 

revealed encrypted images can be achieved owing to the 100s of ordered layers of TPC film 

and the differences in structural integrity accompanied by different swelling behaviors of 

irradiated and non-irradiated film regions. Indeed, simultaneous changes in reflectivity and 

transmission are lower compared to other colloidal (high index-contrast) photonic crystals, 

due to the unusual structural color mechanism that only emerges after swelling with solvents. 
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However, the distinct appearance of the photonic patterns can be easily observed and 

distinguished by the naked eye, which is the basic prerequisite for the use of our material in 

optical sensors and security applications. 

The evolution of reflection spectra is recorded to verify the visual observations, and to explain 

the mechanism of photonic pattern visibility, understanding of which is required for use of the 

TPCs within effective anti-counterfeit devices. As spectra illustrate, two different effects can 

be observed in the TPC films: i) a change from transparent to a colored state due to the 

increase of the refractive index during swelling, and ii) red-shifting of the structural color with 

increasing solvent swelling because the lattice constant increases, as does the plane spacing in 

the normal direction to the film surface. However, the spatially-resolved UV cross-linking 

produces different swelling properties in irradiated compared to non-irradiated film areas and, 

therefore, both areas show different optical response. As a result, a strong variation of the 

reflection spectra between cross-linked and non-cross-linked regions can be observed (Figure 

1f). Both the reflection spectra for the cross-linked as well as for the non-cross-linked regions 

show common characteristics, which include two superimposed reflection peaks and their 

merging until the film swelling is completed after 5 min (Figure 3a, b). 
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Figure 3. Evolution of reflection spectra of (a) cross-linked, and (b) non-cross-linked film 

areas after immersing the green TPC in EtOH. (c) Evolution of reflection spectra during 

evaporation-induced de-swelling of the cross-linked film areas of the green TPC. (d) 

Hysteresis loop of the swelling/de-swelling of the green TPC with EtOH. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. (a) Changes of reflection intensity of cross-linked and non-cross-linked regions 

under 10 cycles of swelling and de-swelling with EtOH. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. (a) Images of the red TPCs under different angles of view (90°, 80°, 70°, 60°, 50° 

from left to right). (b) Reflection spectra, and (c) changes of reflection wavelength and 

intensity with the angle of light incidence. 
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This behavior can be attributed to the appearance of non-uniform distribution of EtOH in the 

surface layer and inner layers until a balanced swelling state is achieved.[53] In this state, the 

equilibrium structure after solvent infiltration has gone to completion, which experiments 

show can take a finite time to be attained. However, the reflection intensity in the cross-linked 

parts of the film strongly increases, which originates from the increasing refractive index 

contrast, while the peak wavelength shifts only slightly due to the structural integrity (Figure 

3a). In contrast, the reflection spectra for the non-cross-linked film areas show only slight 

changes of the reflection intensity, which initially rises slightly and then drops again, 

accompanied by a red shift and a strong broadening of the reflection peak (Figure 3b). In the 

non-cross-linked samples, we note that the decrease in reflection intensity as well as the 

broadening of the peak is due to a loss of crystalline order derived from the lattice 

deformation during swelling. However, the large difference in the peak evolution between 

irradiated and non-irradiated regions means that the invisible images are clearly observable 

already after several seconds and the contrast progressively increases until swelling is 

completed (Video S1, Video S2). 

To understand further the structural changes and optical properties of the TPCs and to gain 

insight into potential practical applications, the evolution of reflection spectra during de-

swelling is also followed. Surprisingly, during evaporation-induced de-swelling, the initial 

reflection peak located at 561 nm is blue-shifted to 475 nm, while the peak intensity 

significantly decreases and completely vanishes after 5 min of evaporation (Figure 3c). This 

large difference in the optical response between swelling and de-swelling can be attributed to 

the uniform evaporation of EtOH out of a balanced swollen state of the TPCs. Interestingly, 

although this apparent hysteresis is present in the reflection intensity for increasing and 

decreasing swelling ratio (Figure 3d), after complete evaporation of EtOH the initial 

transparent state of the TPC film is totally restored. 

The TPC patterns can reversibly enabled and disabled many times by cyclical swelling and 

de-swelling with EtOH. Figure 4 shows the progression of the reflection intensity in such a 

swelling/de-swelling cycle. During each cycle, the entire TPC is switched to its structural 

colored state by immersing into EtOH and then released to its initial transparent state by 

solvent evaporation. As demonstrated, the reflection intensity of the irradiated and non-

irradiated regions shift reversibly up and down with good reproducibility. In spite of the 

partial loss of structural order in non-cross-linked regions of the film, the reversible switch 

between transparent and colored states is fully reversible over many cycles, which leads to the 
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complete appearance and disappearance of encrypted photonic patterns without affecting the 

optical integrity of the film. 

In respect of the putative practical application as a security feature, the visibility of the 

patterns over a wide range of viewing angles must be ensured. Each of the TPC films shown 

in Figure 2a exhibited bright reflected colors, as well as a good optical contrast of the revealed 

patterns under normal light incidence. As a demonstration of the visibility of the patterns at 

different viewing angles, we used the red TPC film as example for an anti-counterfeit pattern. 

The film exhibits a bright back-reflection color as shown in the main image in Figure 5a. For 

lower incident and reflection angles, the color of cross-linked regions is blue-shifted (in 

accordance with the expected out-of-plane periodicity[25]) as the angle of incident light is 

decreased from 90° to 50° and the colored pattern remains fully visible over all observed 

angles of view. As the angle is decreased, a shift of the Bragg peak is clearly visible in 

reflection spectra, while the reflection intensity decreases slightly (Figure 5b). The significant 

blue shift of the Bragg peak with smaller incident angle corresponds to the expectations 

according to the Bragg equation (Figure 5c), while the reflection intensity simultaneously 

decreases with increased measurement obliquity as expected. 

With regard to solvatochromic behavior and subsequent usability for optical sensing 

applications, the optical response of prepared TPC films to the changing solvent environment 

is investigated. In order to demonstrate this capability experimentally, samples are covered 

and soaked by specific solvent mixtures. Hence, different solvent response can be obtained by 

the osmotic pressure of the solvents according to Figure 1f. For this purpose, the TPCs are 

wetted by different EtOH/H2O mixtures, resulting in a gradual revelation of the encrypted 

images on the TPCs (Figure 6a). With increasing content of EtOH, a progressively increasing 

contrast and clear revelation of the encrypted images, as well as a red shift of the pattern 

color, is clearly visible. The increasing contrast and the red-shift is due to both the increase of 

the refractive index contrast as well as the lattice constant caused by swelling from the 

solvent, with pure EtOH giving the best pattern contrast. Figure 6b shows the corresponding 

reflection spectra when the TPCs are immersed in different solvent mixtures. With increasing 

content of EtOH, the Bragg peak strongly red-shifts by more than 100 nm (Figure 6c), which 

means a change from 538 nm (green) to 640 nm (red) of the Bragg peak. An accompanying 

increase in reflection intensity (Figure 6c) and enhanced visual color brilliance can be 

observed, with the red-shift due to a distinct swelling as the volume fraction of low refractive 

index EtOH/H2O is increased in the matrix material. This distinct appearance of the photonic 
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patterns demonstrates that the response of the TPC film to EtOH/H2O can be easily observed 

by the naked eye (Figure 6a). The switchable optical properties obtained here are thus very 

promising for applications in both anti-counterfeiting devices as well as colorimetric ethanol 

sensors, for instance in alcoholic beverages. The large fractional changes in optical response 

(i.e. resonant reflectivity going from ~0 to 10%) also suggest that these TPC films could 

possibly be used as active components within integrated optoelectronic sensors involving 

photodiodes or light-dependent resistors. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Images of a red TPC immersed in different EtOH/H2O mixtures (0%, 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% EtOH, clockwise from top left to bottom left). 

(b) Reflection spectra, and (c) changes of reflection wavelength and intensity with the EtOH 

content in the solvent mixtures. 

 

3.2. Modelling and Simulation  

 

To elucidate further the role of index-contrast in the development of TPC structural color, we 

have developed a multilayer quasi-model of the opaline structures, as per earlier studies.[54, 
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55] Representing the periodicity of the opals, rather than their exact 3-dimensional structure, 

this consists of non-absorbing /4 layer-pair stacks of the high and low n components giving 

resonance at central as determined by the experimental data. In addition, the layers have a 

Gaussian-distributed thickness error of width , which accounts for deviations from perfect 

crystalline order within the photonic crystal, which we know must be present to some degree 

in the TPCs with finite optical resonance bandwidth. The reflectivity spectra of these model 

structures are calculated using a transfer-matrix method averaged over many cycles,[56] using 

suitable parameters. 

 
 

Figure 7. Simulated reflectance spectra of opal films, based on a corresponding multilayer 

quasi-model, with parameters 50 layer-pairs, Gaussian layer-disorder parameter  = 15nm, 

and extinction coefficient  = 0. Peak wavelengths were set as per the experimentally 

measured values, ranging from 660 nm for the 100% EtOH/H2O infusion, to 552 nm for the 

30% case; the EtOH content in the solvent mixtures for each sample is shown in the legend. 

(Inset) peak reflectivity values of spectra are plotted against the derived values of refractive-

index contrast (n), with a quadratic trendline added for clarity. 

 

Representative simulation results are shown in Figure 7; as the TPC opaline films simulated 

here are similar in nature and preparation methods to the earlier reports of Spahn, Finlayson et 

al.,[57, 58] intuitively similar values are also used for (15nm, or ~ 7-8% of layer thickness 

variation) and overall multilayer thickness.  The index-contrast values (n) are set such that 

the lower index component is nPMMA - n, with the higher index component thus set at 1.49. 

n is then varied in order to match the simulated reflectance with the experimental value 
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studied and this is seen to give realistic Lorentzian spectral profiles, with FWHM values of 

50–60 nm. The critical dependence of the simulated/observed peak intensities on n is clearly 

shown in Figure 7 (inset). Whilst Fresnel theory predicts a quadratic dependency of 

reflectivity on n from perfectly ordered photonic crystals, in these opaline systems coherent 

superposition at the reflectance peak is disrupted by the cumulative phase shifts from 

thickness fluctuations (disorder) since the light penetrates to depths of 10-100s of layers in 

such low n systems. Previously, a roughly linear dependence in the n range of 0.05 to 0.2 

has thus been observed, however the present TPC samples offer a convenient way of studying 

this very low n regime (n/n ≤ 2%) in closer detail. The polynomial splice trendline fitted to 

the data shows a trend that is marginally super-linear, with elements of both a linear term and 

a quadratic term with small weighting, again indicating the complexity of model required for 

a full understanding of the interplay of disorder and index contrast in the low n regime. We 

note with interest some recent studies of the theoretical condition for transparency in 

mesoporous layered optical media,[59] especially in the context of stimuli-responsive 

switching. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, we have presented a convenient fabrication of large-area transparent photonic 

crystal (TPC) films out of polymer core-shell particles, with perfectly balanced refractive 

indices, that can be completely and reversibly switched between a transparent state and a 

structurally colored state. Outline simulations confirm the mechanisms of solvatochromism as 

the core-shell refractive index contrast increases, and illustrate the rich underlying optics 

involving an interplay between n, solvent swelling, and inherent disorder in the crystalline 

structures. Moreover, these TPCs can be spatially cross-linked by UV irradiation, giving 

invisible photonic patterns with different solvent response compared to non-cross-linked 

regions. Corresponding encrypted images appeared as versatile colorful patterns onto the 

photonic crystal structure by simply immersing in solvents.  

We finally note how the transferable modular nature of these synthesis methods offers many 

possible variations in design, in terms of solvent activity/permeability, refractive index, and, 

potentially, multi-functionality of the polymer components. There are also recently reported 

developments in the technology of visco-elastic shear-assembly of such composite particles; 
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in particular, the so-called bending-induced oscillatory shear (BIOS) process,[60, 61] which 

promises yet further future improvements upon the crystalline ordering of engineered TPC 

films and the achievable optical response. 

This facile approach enables the generation of TPC films with stored secret information 

accompanied by fascinating and fully reversible tunable optical properties. These materials 

and thin-film generation methods offer a great many advantages over more “monolithic” 

designs for switchable structural colour in opals and photonic crystals; they are easily scalable 

and transferable in preparation, and are highly stable/cyclic-able and physically robust. We 

thus consider these polymer opaline TPCs as promising photonic material for sensor 

applications, the storage of secret information, and for anti-counterfeit devices on (e.g.) bank 

notes, passports, credit cards, merchandise and brand labels. 
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